
1. Stress can be significantly ____________ by getting exercise with good company and pleasant environment.  

a. signified  b. mitigated  c. retained  d. introduced 

2. ____________ accumulation of fats is more likely to generate negative health liability and lead to  

   cardiovascular diseases. 

a. Pioneering  b. Multifaceted  c. Aggressive  d. Excessive 

3. Human body literally requires ____________ supply of energy in order to maintain life-sustaining activities. 

a. continuous  b. individual  c. exaggerated  d. premature 

4. Throughout ____________ past, humans have learned how to survive for crisis one way or another and  

   passed on their survival skills to their younger generations.  

a. injury   b. sedentary  c. voluntary  d. evolutionary 

5. Apparent ____________ properties of moving around on your feet are associated with reducing glaucoma,  

   heart disease and stroke, and premature death.  

a. throbbing  b. therapeutic   c. feasible  d. excruciating 

6. Consuming large ____________ of carbohydrates can make you gain more weight.  

a. portions  b. vitality   c. respiration  d. connectivity 

7. One of the most effective way to cope with depression is ____________ in oneself that can surprisingly  

   constitute happiness. 

a. gratification  b. meditation   c. rationalization d. limitation 

8. Nowadays, society we are living in keeps putting ____________ pressure on us to be successful and  

   competitive. 

a. physiological  b. tactile  c. reluctant  d. persistent 

9. ____________ your attitudes can make a huge difference on how you interpret things and possibly lead to  

   happiness in life. 

a. Assuming  b. Alleviating   c. Debilitating  d. Realigning 

10. Sleep deprivation is linked to health condition like ____________ that sufferers always become exhausted. 

a. gratification  b. fatigue   c. concept  d. philosophy 

 

 

 

 



Question 11 – 15 refer to the following passage. 

(11) ____________ “Loneliness is strongly associated with stress and depression and occasionally takes 

place at night” (p.16). People with loneliness can be separated into 3 categories: those who just 

happen to spend time with themselves, those who feel desperate, and those who are under tragic 

circumstances. (12) ____________. After getting worn out by stress from workload or class, these people 

wish they could lay themselves down on sofa and watching some favorite shows alone. These reflects 

how they positively respond to stress and get themselves out of the desperate situation for a while. 

(13) ____________. These desperate people may find themselves hard to understand why and what they 

are doing in the middle of the night. That is due to stress within their psychological matters but 

everything seems to be under their control. (14) ____________. This because how they deeply feel 

uncomfortable with surroundings, unable to stay alone, and need the someone to talk to or, otherwise, 

worse things could happen. (15) ____________. 

11. The quote is taken from a book called “Sleep deprivation: Loneliness for you” on page 16,  

    paragraph 2. It was written in 2017 by Elena Eyler. What is the correct APA in-text citation? 

A) Eyler (2017) says, 

B) Eyler, E. (2017) says, 

C) Eyler (2017, para. 2) says, 

D) Eyler, E. (2017, para. 2) says, 

For questions 12 - 15, students are required to complete the paragraph. 

A. Unlike downcast feelings, those who are under tragic circumstances with loneliness are 

concerning. 

B. Therefore, having someone to stay with or at least having a pet could solve this loneliness and 

improve their minds. 

C. Those who happen to spend time with themselves sometimes stay up late at night because 

they would like to get themselves relaxed. 

D. Apart from exhaustion, being lonely is directly linked to desperate people. 

 

 

 


